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Engineering Academy Overview
National Academy Foundation Overview: For over 30 years, NAF has been solving some of the biggest
challenges in education and our economy by transforming the American high school experience, igniting
students’ passion for learning and giving employers the opportunity to shape America’s future workforce.
BUSD NAF Mission Statement: The Burbank Unified School District NAF Academy will provide an
academic and technology based program that inspires students to become respectful and successful
members of a continually evolving global community. Through high quality instruction, community service,
shadowing experiences, and paid internships students will graduate with the skills and knowledge
necessary to succeed in college, the workplace, and the world beyond.
STEM101 Engineering: Our engineering students participate in a blended learning, project-based
experience. Students are actively engaged in hands-on, minds-on activities through which they realize the
application and relevance of their STEM education experience.
NAF Engineering Academy members get further understanding of how things work, how to solve complex
problems, and ultimately how to design and make new things. Students get hands-on experience with
modeling and building, robotics, zSpace computers, 3D printers, and much more.

Message from Ms. Edge, BUSD NAF Director
Welcome to the first ever Burbank Unified School District digital NAF Academy
graduation. I am the director of our five incredible BUSD NAF Academies.The
Engineering Academy started at Burbank High just three years ago and this is our second
year of successful graduates.
Our academy could not survive without the continued support of our advisory board,
school district, high schools, and our incredible academy teachers. We all THANK YOU
for your continued support!
The Engineering Academy students have worked hard to complete the academy program
that includes: Introduction to Engineering, Computer Science, and Principles of
Engineering. Each academy student has completed a 120-hour internship and created a
career portfolio. These students participated in multiple mock interviews, visited local
colleges, learned from a variety of guest speakers, and toured JPL!

Message from Mr. Broman, Engineering 1 & 2
Students take the Introduction to Engineering class as freshman and the Principles of Engineering class as seniors.
In each of these classes, our students have many opportunities to learn about engineering as a profession both
inside and outside of the classroom.
In class, we use the “Engineering Design Process” to guide us while doing our projects. This process includes five
steps; 1) Ask “What is the problem?” 2) Imagine a solution 3) Plan the steps needed to solve the problem 4)
Execute the plan to create a working prototype and test it 5) Analyze the results to improve next prototype, and
then repeat.
First semester, our emphasis was on mechanical systems which included two main projects: 1) The “Cantilever”
and 2) The “Bridge”, and second semester, our focus was on electrical systems which allowed students to build
electric guitars and the game “Operation”.
Our students have visited JPL, Burbank Water and Power, and Cal Poly Pomona this year. They’ve talked with real
engineers and found out about the many possibilities and challenges that engineers face today. Our students have
the opportunity to solve a variety of problems while working in groups. This test not only students’ ability to
persevere until the task is complete, but also their ability to communicate effectively to ensure the final product is
superior in every way.

Message from Ms. Kosbab - Computer Science
Students can take Computer Programming or AP Computer Science to fulfill their NAF requirement, both
of which teach the programming language Java. Throughout the year, our assignments build on one
another, and each week students add a new tool or algorithm to their repertoire.
But programming is so much more than learning correct syntax. Through programming, students learn:
●
●
●
●

●

Problem-Solving: a large project must be broken down into smaller, manageable pieces.
To become Detail-Oriented: a program doesn't work correctly unless everything is perfect.
Time Commitment: students must be willing to spend however long is necessary to complete a
project.
Perseverance through Failure: a program rarely works the first time you run it and often requires
several revisions, sometimes even completely scrapping your original idea and starting over from
scratch.
Joys of Success: there is nothing more satisfying to a programmer than working hours on a project
and finally getting it to work.

At the end of the year, students leave the classroom not only with the technical skills required to start their
career, but also with the tenacity and grit necessary to be a great programmer.

Message from Ms. Sasorski NAF Academy Counselor
Dear Class of 2020,
You made it! You really did! We are collectively so proud of you. I am filled with gratitude for your
commitment to a program I deem as “Most Valuable” on campus. It’s been my pleasure hearing
about your hopes, dreams, and plans for the future. Guess what? The future is now!
I will miss your check-ins, your pop-ins, your smiles…but I know you won’t miss the long wait times
to hear from me. 😊 I send you off with the lyrics from my new favorite song from Jason Mraz –
“Look for the good in everything / Look for the people who will set your soul free / It always seems
impossible until it’s done / Look for the good in everyone…”
Wishing you all the best!

Message from BHS NAF Council President: Giselle Gonzaga
When I speak to the students of the Academy program, something sets them apart from the countless number of students
I’ve spoken with throughout high school. They speak with an articulated passion and a coherent way of thinking. There is no better
phenomenon than just listening to an Engineering student explain everything from electric guitars to aerodynamics, or watching a
Medical student demonstrate the surprisingly manifold steps to washing one’s hands. And as a Business student myself, I’ve heard
an innumerable amount of entrepreneurial ideas that are better than what I’ve seen in the media and market. The students of the
Academy program are the finest people of all the students I’ve interacted with during my four years at Burbank High.
As this year’s NAF Council President, I’ve had the opportunity to connect with several of you, and I have witnessed first-hand how each and every
one of you excel in your studies as well as your extracurricular pursuits. For the past four years, some of you have woken up at 6 o’clock in the morning
everyday to get ready for 12 hours of AP and Honors classes, Academy courses, practices, games, shows, and other events. Some of you cannot even begin to
quantify the hours of work you’ve put into preparing for exams, job interviews, or sports. I am proud to have been part of such a remarkable group of
students, and I am sure that your accomplishments will extend far past what Burbank High has been able to see. But for now, as I approach graduation
alongside all of you, I hope that we can look back on our experiences with a sense of accomplishment and happiness. Being a part of this program is no
small feat, and I hope that you take pride in what you’ve learned through your experiences. Through the late-night studying, the NAF fundraisers and
networking events, and the extensive time and effort dedicated to a wide range of extracurricular activities, it is an honor to have completed my high school
experience alongside such an intensely outstanding student body.
Pointing out the vigorous intellect and virtue of the Academy student, however, does not even begin to define the true kindliness and genuine
collaboration that you have shared with one another. With every struggle and every victory, we have seen it all together. We have reached levels of
professional development and creative innovation that exude the capacity of the “average” high schooler. And through the Academy, we’ve made lifelong
friends, and I hope to carry such memories with me in the future. Whether you are pursuing a university, community college, an apprenticeship, the armed
forces, or other pathways, I fully support you and I look forward to hearing about your successes. I know that I, along with the Academy teachers, can speak
to your growth as a young individual that can only pursue bigger and better goals from here. However, as you set forth into your goals, be sure to take your
experiences with the Academy with you. Approach upcoming obstacles with pragmatism, with diligence, and with a careful willingness to learn. Hold the
years of advice, support, and gratitude close to your heart, and remember that your highs and lows have been witnessed by the company of your senior
class. And on behalf of the NAF Council and its faculty, it was a pleasure to be a part of your time at Burbank High.
That being said, as I look forward to graduation, I can only credit the NAF community for its immense support. I would like to thank its students,
teachers, and parents for contributing to such a phenomenal cohort of true Burbank excellence. Take pride in your accomplishments and consider yourself
to be amongst the best of the best. I look forward to celebrating and supporting all of your future endeavors. Congratulations, Class of 2o20!

NAF Academy Cords and Stoles
Requirements to earn a NAF Cord*:
● Earned a C or better in every NAF course
● Completed a 120-hour internship
● Completed a career portfolio
● Maintained excellent attendance
● Maintained excellent citizenship
● See * symbol by student name
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Requirements to earn a NAF Stole+:
● Completed all requirements above and earned an A in every NAF course.
● See + symbol by student name

Engineering Academy Graduates
Matthew Aytanyan

Andrew Khechatourian*+

Kevin Babakhani*+

Daniel Khrlobian*

Clark Bridges*

Geourg Kivijian*+

Willem Clendenin

Hayden Lucsik

Shant Darabedyan*

Henry Margaryan*

Andrew Gamez*

Geghayer Minassian*

Sarah Gross

Alexander Orudzhyan

Daniel Gushchyan*+

Anthony Petrossian*+

William Jurman

John Zargaryan*

“Nothing in life is
worthwhile unless
you take risks. Fall
forward. Every
failed experiment
is one step closer
to success.” Denzel Washington.

Kevin Babakhani - Glendale
Community College
BHS Engineering Academy
My plans after high school are to go to
Glendale Community College which will be
very beneficial for me, transfer to a
university afterwards, and major in computer
science. My favorite memory from being an
academy member is participating in the
practice interviews because that was a new
experience for me and taught me a lot. My
advice to anyone reading is to manage your
time wisely, so you can finish everything on
time.

Clark Bridges - Burbank High School
BHS Engineering Academy
My favorite part of the BHS Engineering
Academy is being involved with not only
general building, but also the opportunity to
work with electronics and trying to program
stuff to do things I want them to do. The
academy fulfilled a few of my hobbies and
was a lot of work, but I was interested for the
most part.

daniel gushchyan
UC Berkeley
COMPUTER SCIENCE
« dearest to my heart
was my Intro to
Engineering classthe open, creative
atmosphere in which I
created new
friendships and
bonded existing ones
further »

Andrew Khechatourian - Cal Poly Pomona
Computer Engineering

BHS Engineering Academy
I wouldn’t be able summarize my time
in the Academy into one memory, but
some of my favorite moments are going
on the College Tour with my friends,
and working on projects and 3D
printers after school in the STEAM Lab. I
would like to thank all my NAF teachers
and advisors that helped me with my
expedition through high school and set
me on the right path for college and my
future.
Thank you

Daniel Khrlobian - Pasadena
Community College
“Always know where everybody’s at. When you don’t know
where everybody’s at, bad things happen.” —Cayde-6
Throughout my senior year, I’ve enjoyed almost
the entirety of my year, however my favorite
part was future career planning in the
Engineering Academy. From going to Burbank
Water and Power to Cal Poly Pomona, I was
excited and fascinated on what to expect. The
academy has provided much help and I look
forward to continuing my education. To the
future generation, the ups and downs are
always going to be evident, what you choose to
do to deal with the downs reflects who you are
as a person.

Geourg Kivijian
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

AEROSPACE
My most exquisite experience throughout
Engineering Academy was giving lectures to the
various Engineering classes on soldering and
building go-karts,

Hayden Lucsik - Cal Poly Pomona
The best memories I have from my
three years in the Academy come
from the Solar Cup boat races.
Learning how to make the boat was a
blast in it’s own right, and getting to
launch it myself was even more fun. I
loved working with all my friends on
the boat, and spending time with them
at Lake Skinner during the races.

Henry Margaryan - Cal Poly Pomona
BHS Engineering Academy

“All that really
matters is we
passed”
- Saitama

My favorite memory from the
academy class Engineering 2 was
being able to 3d print and create a
moving Tesla Cybertruck in addition
to making an epic tool box. Although
the process for both of these projects
was long and difficult to handle, in the
end, it turned out even better than
expected.

Look again at that dot. That's here.

That's home. That's us. On it
everyone you love, everyone you
know, everyone you ever heard of,
every human being who ever was,
lived out their lives. The aggregate
of our joy and suffering, thousands
of conﬁdent religions, ideologies, and
economic doctrines, every hunter and
forager, every hero and coward,
every creator and destroyer of
civilization, every king and peasant,
every young couple in love, every
mother and father, hopeful child,
inventor and explorer, every teacher
of morals, every corrupt politician,
every "superstar," every "supreme
leader," every saint and sinner in
the history of our species lived
there-on a mote of dust suspended in
a sunbeam.
Carl Sagan

Geghayer Minassian - Burbank High School

BHS Engineering Academy
My favorite memory of the
academy is going through it with
my friends. We helped each
other go through the academy
and made it a fun experience
overall.
For anyone going into the
academy, remember to keep your
mind open about many things
and be ready to learn.
My plans after high
school consists of me
going through college
and travelling the
world to experience
its wonders.

Excellence in Computer Science
Kevin Babakhani stands out as the top Computer Science student among this year's
outstanding BHS NAF Engineering Academy graduates. Kevin is the only 2020
Engineering Academy graduate to successfully complete 2 full years of Computer
Science coursework - including Computer Programming and AP Computer Science A.
Many students can be deterred from taking AP Computer Science A because it is
considered to be one of the most challenging courses on campus. Kevin accepted the
challenge. He always put forth his best effort, asked intelligent questions, helped and
guided this peers, and conducted himself in a professional manner.
The quote on Kevin’s page is: "Every failed experiment is one step closer to success."
This mentality sums up what it takes to become an excellent programmer.
Congratulations Kevin Babakhani, and best of luck in continuing your Computer
Science education journey!

Excellence in Engineering
The 2019/2020 school year was a busy one for BHS Engineering. Not only did the number of students in
the Engineering 2 program double, but we were also able to obtain some new equipment allowing us to
expand the scope of our class. With our new 3-D printers, our students were able to design everything
from unusual-looking legos to battery-controlled cars and even make custom-parts for their ROV projects.
Working on the Solar Boat and building a go-kart from scratch would not have been possible without our
new wire-welder. Everything achieved this year would not have been possible without the expertise and
help from three very capable and enthusiastic students: Andrew Khachatoorian, Hayden Lucsik, and
Henry Margaryan.
Each of these student’s passion for engineering moved them to always go above and beyond the required
assignments in class. Each has helped me and our program in numerous ways. By setting the example
with their well-designed and executed projects and maintaining our old equipment as well as getting the
new equipment up and running, Andrew, Hayden and Henry have made this year a successful one.

Engineering 2
Andrew’s calm and persistent approach to everything he
does will aid him in all of his future endeavors; Hayden’s
interest in and desire to understand everything he
encounters will help in doing great things; and Henry’s joy in
things both great and small will assist him in inspiring others
to be their best.
Congratulations to Andrew Khachatoorian, Hayden Lucsik
and Henry Margaryan for your excellence in engineering,
and good luck to all three of you in your future.

Neighborhood Hero Award - School Counselor Recognition
I am honored to give this award to DANIEL
GUSHCHYAN. From stimulating computer
programming conversation, to trailblazing a
path during an internship position, to helping
out with the NAF video, Daniel is versatile,
ready to tackle any challenge, and committed
to excellence. I am so excited you will be
continuing your studies at UC Berkeley in the
fall and I thank you for being our
neighborhood hero!

